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Anangle whose vertex is at the center of a circle is called a central angle.
A central angle separates a circle into two arcs called a major arc and a
minor arc. In the circle at the right, angle ACBis a central angle. Points A

I
and Band all points of the circle interior to LACBform a minor arc called
AB. To name a minor arc, you can use either 2 letters (endpoints of the
are) or 3 letters (the endpoints and one point on the are between the
endpoints). Points A and Band all points of the circle exterior to L ACBform a major are called ADB. or
AFB. When you name a major are, you must use three letters (the two endpoints and one point between). A
semicircle is formed when the endpoints of the are are also endpoints of a diameter. To name a semicircle, you
must use three letters. Alif and ABF are different semicircles even though they have the same endpoints.
(Note: A minor are is smaller than a semicircle and a major are is larger than a semicircle.)
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Youcan use central angles to find both the degree measure and the length of an are. The degree measure of an

are is equal to the degree measure of the central angle that intercepts the are. If mLACB = 58° , then the

degree measure of AS = 5gO

and the degree measure of GH = 555 0 What is the degree
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measure of a semicircle? _...l.._ .::::;b~_

In OS, TE and RK are diameters with mL TSR= 42°. Determine whether each
are is a minor are, a major are, or a semicircle. Then find the degree measure of
each arc.
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4. In OC, mLICR = 3x + 5 and mLRCL = x -1. Find mILR.
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